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METHOD AND APPARATUS TO USE TASK
PRIORITY TO SCALE PROCESSOR PERFORMANCE

Background of the Invention

1. Field of the Invention.

The present invention relates to a method for using task priority to scale processor performance. In particular, to a method and apparatus that reads a tasks priority level and associates that level with a processor performance level, and then sets the processor to that performance level.

2. Background.

For a variety of reasons some modern computer systems include mechanisms to alter the speed at which the core processor operates. Recent examples of variable performance products include Intel’s XScale architecture, and processors made by Transmeta. For example, systems will vary processor performance in order to manage processor heat build up. By slowing processor speed the system can dissipate excess heat. In this manner the system manages the trade off between processor performance and power consumption to avoid overheating. In systems that utilize batteries for operation, like laptop computers and the like, similar trade offs exist. In order to extend or conserve battery power the system adjusts the performance of the processor. Higher performance correlates to greater power consumption, and therefore, less operating time on a single battery.

Computer systems utilize a variety of techniques to alter or adjust processor performance. One such means consists of adjusting the processor’s internal clock speed. This directly affects performance in that processors generally execute instructions based on the
clock rate. Other systems increase the power savings by regulating voltage with the clock rate. At lower clock rates the processor can operate correctly at a lower voltage.

A previously unrelated feature of modern computer system comprises the concept of task priority. A task is an operating system concept whereby a concurrent thread of control is recognized and controlled by the operating system. The operating system associates certain information with the task to coordinate the system to accomplish the task. Whenever a computer system executes a set of instructions designed to accomplish a certain job or task, the operating system maintains certain information related to the task for bookkeeping purposes. Thus, as tasks change the operating system constantly must maintain task information to keep track of the various tasks being performed by the computer system. The process of swapping between tasks is often called context switching. One of the pieces of information that the operating systems tracks for a particular task consists of the task priority. In order to facilitate orderly processing, tasks receive priorities that help the operating system determine the relative importance of the tasks that compete for processor time. On most operating systems the more important the task the higher the task priority, and the less important the task the lower the priority. That ordering is assumed, reversing it such that lower priorities denote more urgent tasks would entail obvious changes to the methods detailed herein. The operating system will process tasks in accord with their priority. Of course, the number of tasks varies from operating system to operating system, from a dozen or less to several thousand.

While processor performance and task priority to some degree both impact the functioning of a computer devices, heretofore there has been no mechanism or motivation to link or associate these concepts in a way to improve operation of a computer device.
Accordingly, a need exists to use task priority to scale processor performance in a computer device.

**Summary of the Invention**

An object of the present invention comprises using task priority to scale processor performance in a computer device.

These and other objects of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon reference to the following specification, drawings, and claims.

The present invention intends to overcome the difficulties encountered heretofore. To that end, the invention uses a general-purpose computer with a processor capable of operating at a plurality of performance levels, and has an operating system with the capability to set a plurality of task priority levels for tasks performed on the computer. The method reads a task’s priority level, associates the task’s priority level with a performance level, and sets the processor to operate at the performance level.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

Figure 1 depicts a flow for the operation of an operating system API.

Figure 2 depicts a flow chart for setting processor performance based on a map value.

Figure 3 depicts a flow chart for context switching.

Figure 4 depicts a flow chart for a driver call for setting processor performance level.

Figure 5 depicts a flow chart for a driver call for converting unsigned integer map values into hardware specific performance values.
Detailed Description of the Invention

In general terms, the present invention consists of four interrelated components: (1) an operating system application program interface (API) that initially maps priority and performance; (2) code for setting a task's processor performance level based on the map; (3) altered context switching code to account for task performance level and (4) a performance control driver to convert the map into hardware specific settings and to set performance levels.

In particular, Figure 1 shows a flow chart depicting the operation of the operating system API. The API would map task priority into performance setting based on an algorithm, either pre-defined or in the alternative a dynamic algorithm could be used. For example, the API might contain an initial level and an increment. All task priorities below the initial level would receive the lowest possible performance level. Each progressively higher task priority would receive an incrementally higher performance level, up to the maximum possible performance level at which point all higher priority tasks would receive the maximum performance level. Alternatively, the highest task priority could receive the highest performance level, and all lower task priorities would be receive a correspondingly decremented performance level until the lowest possible performance level was reached.

With operating systems with a large number of task priorities, like Microwave Systems Corporation’s OS–9 which has tens of thousands of task priorities, a broad range of task priorities would map to a single performance level. In other words, in some systems a one-to-one mapping may not be possible. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate the fact
that the specific algorithm for mapping task priority to performance level can and will vary without departing from the scope of the present invention.

As shown in Figure 1, the API would first check to determine if a map is specified. In other words, the routine inquires into whether the system has the information necessary to make a map. If not, the API returns an error. Next, the API would conduct an integrity check to ensure that if a map is specified that the map contains valid values. In other words, the API needs to determine if the existing task priority values and the performance levels are the correct values and levels for the particular system. If not, the API returns an error. At this point the API applies one of the foregoing algorithms to map the task priority settings to performance levels. Preferably, the API creates a map by calculating an unsigned integer value representing a performance level corresponding to each task priority. The API creates a map independent of the specific hardware components of the system. Thus, at this point the performance values, while meaningful in relation to each other, lack relevance to the specific system hardware.

The API, therefore, needs to call a performance control driver to convert the performance map into specific system settings corresponding to actual performance values. For example, if processor performance varies according to voltage the performance control driver would convert the unsigned integers into a voltage, or if the performance varies according to clock speed the performance control driver would convert each unsigned integer into a clock speed. In other words, the performance control driver converts the generic unsigned integers into specific performance values with meaning to the hardware components of the particular system. Of course, the step is merely added to the pre-existing routine used
to calculate the specific performance control setting, since the system already can adjust performance. Next, the newly created map is stored to memory for later recall.

Of course, it is not essential to call the performance control driver during the API setup stage, however, it will almost certainly prove more efficient. In the alternative, the system could store the map with the relative unsigned integer performance values passing the generic performance values to the performance control driver each time that the system performs a context switch. The performance control driver would then need to convert the generic number into a device specific value for each context switch. If the performance control driver completes the device specific conversion initially, for example at boot time, then the performance control driver could be supplied with the device specific setting at each context switch, thereby saving time and processor resources.

Returning to the second component of the present invention, namely, the code for setting processor performance based on the map. Figure 2 depicts a flow chart for this portion of the invention. Each task has a task descriptor to store such things as the task’s priority level. It is necessary to associate the task’s priority level with a performance level and store that performance level in the task’s descriptor. This routine must be performed initially to update the task descriptor to reflect the performance level with the task’s priority, and thereafter each time a task’s priority is changed to update the descriptor as necessary. For example, a task's priority/performance level can change based on normal processing or in association with a dynamic algorithm for associating task priority with performance. In other words, task priority is not usually a fixed attribute of a task (discussed in greater detail hereinbelow). In any event, normally a change in task priority will require a change to the task descriptor performance level. To set or alter the performance level, the routine begins by
determining whether the new task priority is equal to the old priority. If they are the same then nothing needs to change, otherwise the routine continues. To continue, the routine recovers the stored map and identifies the performance value associated with the new task priority. Then the task descriptor is updated with the new performance value. The routine must then determine if the actual processor performance level matches the new performance value. If not then the system forces a context switch in the manner described hereinbelow in reference to the third component of the invention.

Returning to the third component of the present invention, namely, the altered context switching code. Figure 3 depicts a portion of the context switch flow chart. At some convenient point in the context switch the system must call the performance control driver to change the current processor performance according to the value specified for the task about to become current. The preferred embodiment changes the processor performance as early as possible in the context switch. The first step involves retrieving the performance values from the task descriptor, preferably the task descriptor contains a device specific value. (Alternatively, the context switching code could use the stored map to find the hardware specific performance level corresponding to the task's priority. This step would be accomplished by associating the task's priority level with performance level stored in the map.) Next, the performance control driver is called and passed the performance values retrieved from the previous step. At this point the performance control driver accomplishes the adjustment to the processor. Finally, the context switch code determines if the performance control driver succeed in changing the processor performance level. If not, then an error is logged. After the performance management step is complete, the context switch is completed as normal.
Returning to the fourth component of the present invention, namely, the operation of the performance control driver that converts the map into hardware specific settings and actually set the processor performance level. Figures 4-5 depict flow charts for the two driver calls. Exemplary function prototypes would be of the following form:

```c
error_code Set_Performance (const performance_val * const new_value)
error_code Convert_Mapping_Table (unsigned int in_table[], performance_val * out_table[])
```

The Set_Performance function is used during context switching to actually change the processor performance level based on the specific hardware configuration of the relevant computer system. This begins by first determining if the new performance level is the same as the current performance level. If they are the same then the routine ends, and no change is necessary. Otherwise, the routine proceeds by checking the new value to determine if it is a valid setting. If the new value is not a valid supported setting the routine returns an error. Otherwise, the routine continues and actually performs the hardware manipulation to adjust the performance level to the new value. Again, the actual particulars of this adjustment will vary based on the power management provisions of the system. In some systems processor performance may vary through changes to the clock speed, on others through changes to voltage. Regardless of the exact form of the performance manipulation, the means for changing processor performance should already be known due to the fact that the processor/system is already designed for such manipulation. Next, the routine verifies that the adjustment in processor performance succeeded. If not an error is returned. Otherwise, the new processor performance value is saved for subsequent use and the routine successfully terminates.
The Convert_Mapping_Table function is used to initially convert the generic unsigned integer API map values into hardware specific performance values. The routine begins by executing a loop that checks the validity of all of the entries in the in_table to ensure that there are no unsupported values in the table. The in_table contains the unsigned integer values created during the initial mapping step. The routine returns an error if in_table contains any invalid entries. Otherwise, the routine allocates memory for each instance of the performance_val structure (one instance per entry in the in_table). Next, the routine loops through the in_table and converts each unsigned integer into a hardware dependent value, and stores in each corresponding entry in out_table a pointer to a performance_val structure that stores a specific performance value corresponding to the generic performance value in corresponding entry in in_table. Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the entries in in_table and out_table, through the pointers in out_table.

The present invention is primarily applicable to any multi-tasking software running on a system that supports a processor with variable performance capability. While the most suitable software matrix for the present invention is an extensible operating system, the invention can be applied to any software system that has a notion of multiple priorities. It should be understood that while the present invention is described in terms of systems that assign task priority in a manner wherein the highest numerical priority equates with the highest level of importance, the invention applies equally to systems that assign the highest level of importance to the lowest numerical priority. Additionally, while execution and control of the routines disclosed herein is discussed in reference to computer systems with an operating system, the invention is not limited; any computer system with some form of a run-time environment can utilize the routines disclosed herein.
As mentioned previously, the most suitable system hardware is one that provides a reliable and efficient means for varying processor performance. The best example comprises a processor with architecturally defined mechanism for changing performance, like changing clock speed, which acts quickly and consistently. The present invention can also work with systems with performance-control hardware that, for example, alter processor performance through board-level manipulation of the processor or system voltage to affect processor performance. Performance control in these systems typically is less reliable and slower. To some degree this may limit the effectiveness of the present invention. For example, the longer it takes to adjust and stabilize the processor performance level, the less frequently processor performance should be adjusted. This drawback would not, however, render the invention useless.

Additionally, the changes to processor performance would not be strictly limited to changes in task priority. For example, the present invention could be used to change processor performance in response to exception processing or in response to system interrupts. In the case of interrupts, instead of just letting the system run at the current performance level, the mechanism of the present invention could easily be applied to raise performance levels in response to a system interrupt, or just in response to certain system interrupts. In a similar manner, in the case of exceptions, like invalid memory access, protection violation, integer overflow, or division by zero, the mechanism of the present invention could be easily adapted to raise performance levels to assist in more quickly responding to exceptions.

Based on the mechanism of the present invention, some consideration should be given to the effect on processor performance that will result from traditional manipulations of task
priority. Again, task priority is not a fixed attribute. Most systems offer a service that changes task priority. Attention should be paid to changing the performance value along with changes to task priority, unless circumstances exist that would not warrant this corresponding change. In other circumstance attention may be required to the impact on priority inversion avoidance schemes. Mechanisms like priority inheritance protocol and priority ceiling protocol change a task’s priority depending on the state of any locks that tasks may be holding. For instance, a task with a high priority may have to wait for a task with a lower priority to finish because the lower priority task has a lock on a system resource needed by the higher priority task. Systems use various protocols to temporarily boost the priority of the lower priority task to minimize the wait time of the higher priority task. With the mechanism of the present invention these protocols would need to also determine if processor performance should change along with task priority. Another aspect of changing priority involves systems that implement aging mechanisms by which tasks that are ready to run are assigned a scheduling priority that gradually increases over time so that even low-priority tasks eventually get some processor time. In this case, the task will be scheduled according to the aged priority, but will run at its original lower priority. With the mechanism of the present invention, the system would need to choose between letting the performance level increase according to the increasing task priority, or locking the performance level while allowing the task priority to temporarily elevate based on age. Finally, some consideration should be given to the impact of the present invention on scheduling algorithms. Since the processor performance level is no longer fixed, task completion time can vary. Scheduling algorithms that use estimates of a task’s run time will need to account for the fact that run time will vary with task priority as that value will now impact processor performance level.
For example, rate-monotonic analysis (RMA) for real-time scheduling sets task priority in proportion to the frequency at which the task occurs. Since this invention makes higher priority tasks run faster the fundamental principles of RMA will continue to hold. Provided that the performance does not decrease with increasing priority RMA continues to work, however, advanced forms of RMA that rely on estimates of a task’s runtime will need to take into account the impact of a task’s priority level on run time.

As indicated above, one of the primary motivations for varying processor performance relates to managing the performance versus power consumption trade-off, and the corresponding performance versus heat dissipation trade-off. While the present invention is applicable to the management of this problem, it is not so limited. The invention is applicable without significant alteration to manage any form of performance trade-off that is operative at run time, like, performance versus system lifetime, performance versus emission level, and the like.

The present invention is particularly well suited for application to embedded real-time operations, although it is not limited thereto. In embedded systems, there is a premium on efficient use of system resources. Embedded computer systems usually operate in environments that limit the available amount of memory, processor power, and limit the size of the systems used. Furthermore, real-time systems must often perform a task in a specified period of time. The wide area of emerging consumer electronics products and Internet appliances often operate remotely and under battery power. These constraints place enormous demands on real-time systems and create a need to pay special attention to efficiency of operation without sacrificing reliability. Embedded systems do not have the luxury of solving these problems by simple adding more power or more memory, in the style
of personal computers. Thus, the present invention offers a method to use task priority to scale processor performance particularly useful in embedded real-time applications.

The foregoing description and drawings comprise illustrative embodiments of the present inventions. The foregoing embodiments and the methods described herein may vary based on the ability, experience, and preference of those skilled in the art. Merely listing the steps of the method in a certain order does not constitute any limitation on the order of the steps of the method. The foregoing description and drawings merely explain and illustrate the invention, and the invention is not limited thereto, except insofar as the claims are so limited.

Those skilled in the art that have the disclosure before them will be able to make modifications and variations therein without departing from the scope of the invention.
Claiming:

1. A method of using task priority to scale processor performance, said method comprising:
   providing a general-purpose computer for performing tasks with a processor capable of operating at a plurality of performance levels, and has the capability to set a plurality of task priority levels;
   reading a task’s priority level;
   associating said task’s priority level with a performance level; and
   setting said processor to operate at said performance level.

2. The invention in accordance with claim 1 further comprising the step of creating a priority map whereby said operating system associates said plurality of task priorities with said plurality of performance levels, and wherein said step of associating said task’s priority level with a performance level and said step of setting said processor to operate at said performance level are performed using said map.

3. The invention in accordance with claim 2 wherein said general-purpose computer further comprises a performance control driver to facilitate communication between said operating system and hardware components of said general-purpose computer, and further comprising the step of calling said performance control driver to convert said map in to a performance value specific to said hardware components of said general-purpose computer, and wherein said step of setting said processor to operate at said performance level is accomplished by calling said performance control driver.
4. The invention in accordance with claim 1 wherein the step of associating said task’s priority level with a performance level is accomplished by updating said task’s task descriptor with said performance level.

5. The invention in accordance with claim 1 wherein changing a clock speed sets said performance level of said processor.

6. The invention in accordance with claim 1 wherein changing said processors voltage set said performance level of said processor.

7. The invention in accordance with claim 1 wherein said computer has an embedded real-time operating system.
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